Hsin Sheung Wing's Wedding Reception [2000.03.26]
Tin Wing Sin
Hsin Sheung Wing and his lovely wife Maggie threw a grand yet casual, relaxing and
warm dinner party on Sunday, March 26, 2000.
The dinner was held in an elegantly decorated, big tent with the pleasant accompaniment
of a string trio. Movie stars and VIP’s of the town came to share the joy. Despite all
these celebrities and decorations, the place was overshadowed by the lovely couple of the
Hsins, AND five attractive men from the Class of 1974: The Almighty Tiger, The Suave
Lam Wai Leung, The Ageless Yung Yan Chi, The Handsome Wong Shui Wah, and, well,
you name it, me.
The pleasing weather made it a perfect night for such an occasion. Kicked off with
cocktail reception, the party ran smoothly and warmly. Delicious and exotic food
satisfied even the most insatiable appetites. Graceful music of the string trio enlivened
the warm and joyous atmosphere. Best of all, we never failed to see the smiling faces of
the host and hostess.

In the dinner, the Hsins shared with us the movie shots of their wedding ceremony and
graced us with their beautiful voices. Without prior notice, Wai Leung was called to the
stage to tell the guests the true side of Sheung Wing. Leung handled it tactfully, and
before ending his talk, he dragged our Chairman Tiger up to the stage. Tiger was less
compassionate. He told the guests how Sheung Wing chased after girls in school and
how he picked up his Putunghua from our hypnotizing Mandarin Teacher Yeung ……
through the many private lessons from Mrs. Yeung’s charming daughter, Tsang Hing Yu.
It was an unplanned but very well executed articulation by both Leung and Tiger.

We all had a great time and totally enjoyed the party. We are truly happy for Sheung
Wing and Maggie. I pray that they will be blessed with joy, love, peace and the abundant
grace from the Lord.

